ABSTRACT
This was a retrospective analysis study done to identify the results of Philos plating for the proximal humeral fractures. The analysis was done on 11 patients with fracture to proximal humerus. The clinical and functional outcome based on X ray, Constant score, DASH score were analyzed and complications were studied in detail and discussed with literature following which the conclusions were made in this study.

INTRODUCTION
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES:
The main aim of the study is to investigate the clinical outcomes after Philos plating for proximal humeral fractures with the Objectives 1) To perform a retrospective analysis on cohort of patients who have had internal fixation for proximal humeral fractures with Philos plate.2) To determine clinical outcome in terms of pain relief and function, using appropriate scoring systems. 3) To determine the incidence of implant failure and complications with this procedure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was carried out in Ninewells Hospital during June 2003 to March 2007. The planed detail of the study was submitted for Caldicott approval and University of Dundee’s Code of Practice for Research Ethics on Human Participants committee approval. There were total of eleven patients in the study. The inclusion criteria were 1) Fractures with skeletal maturity 2) Delayed presentation 3) Closed fractures and 4) Osteoporotic fractures. The exclusion criteria were 1) Open fractures 2) Fractures without skeletal maturity and 3) Pathological fractures. Fractures were classified following Neers classification. Out of the eleven patients, nine were females and three
were males. The mean age in the study group was 54.4 years and ranged from 17 years to 81 years. In the above selected patients the nature of injury, the fracture pattern, neurovascular deficit and any previous significant history of hospitalization were recorded in a proper performa. Patients underwent surgery either under regional, general or combined anaesthesia. Fracture was approached through the deltopectoral approach. Long 5 holed plate or short 3 holed Philos plate was used. Standard post operative physiotherapy protocol was followed in the study. Patients were followed up till the fracture union. X rays were taken to evaluate the radiological union and Constant score, DASH score were followed to assess the functional outcome.

RESULTS
There were total of 11 patients in which 9 were females and 2 were males. The age group in the study was from 18 years to 81 years with mean of 54.45 years. The maximum age incidence was between 41 years to 60 years. There were 8 patients with 2 part fractures and 3 patients with 3 part fractures. Ten patients had fracture on right side and one patient had fracture on left side. The commonest mechanism of injury was following trivial trauma like fall with out stretched hand in old population and in younger group the mode of injury was following high velocity injury. All the patients were taken for surgery and fracture was approached through deltopectoral approach. For seven patients 3 holed Philos plate was used to fix the fracture and for four patients 5 holed Philos plate was used. Patients were regularly followed up till fracture union. Physiotherapy was started from second post operative day. There were complications seen in three patients. They included impingement of screws, loss of abduction, continuous pain, collapse of head and implant back out (X-ray 1 and 2). All these patients underwent implant removal. The functional outcome was measured based on Constant score and DASH score. The mean Constant score was 81.16 with minimum of 55 to maximum of 100 (Figure 1). The results based on Constant score was classified as excellent of 50% cases, 16.6% of good result, 16.6% of moderate and 16.6% of poor results. The mean DASH score was 13.03 with minimum of 0.83 to maximum of 41.9.

DISCUSSION
The results of the present study were compared with various literatures. The sex incidence, age incidence were compared with Peter et al. 1 series, Baker et al. 2 study, Bjorkenheim et al. 3, Reto et al. 4 study. The total revision surgery (Figure 2) rate in the present study was 27.27%. Reto et al. 4 reported 25.94 % of complications (Figure 3) which included loss of reduction, screw perforation, loosening, implant breakage and avascular necrosis. There revision surgery rate was 19.6%. The complications rate reported by Sudan et al. 5 was 19.34% and included implant breakage, avascular necrosis and non union. Wright et al. 6 reported 30% of fracture collapse and 10% of revision surgery. Peter et al. 1 reported 25% of complication rate in their study and 18.75% of revision surgery rate. The mean constant score in the study was 81.16 which ranged from 55 to 100. There were 50% excellent result, 16.6% good result, 16.6 % moderate result and 16.6% poor result. The mean Constant score in Bjorkenheim et al. 3 series was 73 which ranged from 30 to 93. The mean Constant score in Reto et al. 4 series was 73 and ranged from 13 to 100. In the study reported by Koukakis et al 7, the mean Constant score was 76.1 and ranged from 30 to 100 (Figure 4). The mean DASH score in the study was 13.03 with the minimum of 0.83 and maximum of 41.9. The mean DASH score in Baker et al. (2004) study was 33.9 and ranged from 4 to 92.

CONCLUSION
From the present retrospective study following conclusions may be drawn
1) Proximal humeral fractures are difficult fractures to treat and that even though with the fixed angle screw system on the plate has been designed to avoid cut out in osteoporotic bone, the failure rate is high (about 30%).

2) Due to the spherical shape of the humeral head with 2-D screening there is risk of penetration of screws into the glenohumeral joint.

3) It is a technically demanding surgery thus a longer learning curve.

4) The results are similar to the published literature in terms of complication rates.

Limitations in the study: The present study is from a small group with less follow up sample.

Further recommendation: A further multi centric study with large group with more representation in all age group and a comparative study with other procedures may be necessary for better conclusion.
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Figure 1 showing functional results based on Constant score

Figure 2 showing results revision surgery

Figure 3 showing the complications rate

Figure 4 showing the results of Constant score
X- Ray 1 showing fracture collapse, implant migration and screw back out

X ray 2 showing screw back out and collapse